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THE FAIRBAIRN-STYLE MACHIN ERY

AT THE HOUSE MILL, BROMLEY.BY.BOW,
LONDON, E3

by Brian Strong

INTRODUCTION

The site known as Three Mills lies on the River Leq, at Bromley-by-Bow, London, E3 (TQ3S3S2S).

Administratively it is in the London Borough of Newham, andformerly it was in Essex. This was almost certainly

one of the sites of the I mills in 'Hame' (i.e. West Ham) mentioned in the Domesday Book in 1086. They clearly

were wqter mills (the first recorded windmills are not until a hundred years later) and, even then, they were

probably tide mills.

In 1727, Three Mills was bought by Peter Lefevre, of
Huguenot descent, who set up a consortium to run a
distillery there. One of his partners, Daniel Bisson
(also a Huguenot) built the House Mill in 1776 onthe
site of a previous mill. It may well have been the

largest tide mill in the country. A second watermill,
the Clock Mill, was rebuilt in 1817.

The House Mill had four water wheels and the Clock
Mill had three water wheels, between them powering
l8 pairs of millstones. There was also a steam engine

powering a further 8 pairs of stones in the Clock Mill.
The two mills supplied ground grain to the Three

Mills distillery which sold the alchohol to rectifiers of
gin, as well as to a number of local industries, e.g. for
the manufacture of ink, paint and chemicals.

From some time in the nineteenth century, the two
westernmost wheels in the House mill ran eight pairs

of millstones using William Fairbairn's "silent
machinery".

The Three Mills distillery continued to operate until
after World War II, but the House Mill stopped

grinding after the site was bombed early in the Blitz. Plate l. Sir William Fqirbairn.
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Plate 2. Aerial viau of Three Mills Distilleryfrom the south, 1936, with l{ouse Mill at head of ueek onfar left.

At some stage after the Mill ceased operation,
probably in the 1950s, the gearing and all but one of
the support standards were sold for scrap. None of the
gearing remains between the two pit wheels and the
millstones. Two pairs of stones and parts of their
furnishings and one support standard remain, along
with eight tuns and parts of the millstone furniture.

This article seeks to establish:

the date the machinery was installed
the type of gearing between the wheels and the
millstones

the nature of the 'silent mill machinery, operating
the stones.

Sources

The River Lea Tidal Mill Trust, which has restored
the House Mill, has no surviving records from the
time the mill was working, but records from the late
nineteenth century survive in the London
Metropolitan Archives and the Hackney Archives.t,l
According to Fairbairn's biography, the records of his
factory were destroyed after its closure.t2l

In these circumstances, the main source is William
Fairbairn's own Treatise on Mills and Millwork,t3)
published in two parts in I 86 I and I 863. The Treatise
describes mills he had erected in Constantinople and
Taganrog (Russia) and a floating mill and bakery

which operated in a naval vessel on the Black Sea and
supplied bread for the British Army during the Crimean
War.

Fairbairn also quotes (and uses an illustration from) The
Engineer and Machinist's Assistant,tal which had been
published in 1854 and contained a section, with
illustrations, on "Fairbairn's Improved Com Mill,,. In fact,
the layout and content are almost identical to Fairbairn,s
later Treatise and it seems likely that it had been largely
drafted by Fairbaim, though a number of complimentary
remarks were no doubt those of the editorl

The biographical information is drawn almost entirely
from Pole's biography of Fairbairntsl of which the part up
to 1840 was written mostly by Fairbairn himself.

Since this paper was originally prepared, Martin Watts has
provided further information on the Fairbairn-style
millstones and gearing in his report on the working parts
of the House Mill, as part of an archaeological survey
commissioned by English Heritage.t6lVery relently, there
has come to light a photograph of 1954 by the Danish
molinologist Anders Jespersen [plate 6] which allows the
configuration of the gearing to be determined more
conclusively.

William Fairbairn (1759-18741

William Fairbairn was a Scot who was trained as a
millwright at Percy Main Colliery, Northumberland. By

I
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Plate 3. House Mill. Fairbairn style millstones in operation c.1936. (Rex Llailes. Reproduced by

permission of the National Monuments Record).
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the age of 28, he had established his own works at
Manchester, at first manufacturing mill machinery but
quickly expanding into other mechanical engineering
sectors. From 1835 he also had a shipbuilding yard at
Millwall, London.

Fairbairn was involved in many of the industrial
developments of the first half of the nineteenth century.
In particular, he was responsible for improvements to
cotton mill operating machinery; improvements to
boiler design, developing the Lancashire boiler; work
on the early development of iron ships (including
resolving the problem of the effect of iron on compass
bearings in ships); invention of a riveting machine
(inspired by a strike of boilermakers); the construction
of locomotives; experiments (with Eaton Hodgkinson)
to determine the design of the tubular rail bridges at
Conway and the Menai Straits; investigation of factory
accidents and boiler explosions; and the design of
ironclad warships.

But Fairbairn was known, par excellence, for his work
to improve the design of mills and water wheels. In his
obituary The Engineer records :

"Fairbaim's forte lay in Millwright work. It is not too
much to say that he revolutionised the art of making
mills, whether for corn, wheat or spinning cotton. He

abolished the millwright and introduced the
mechanical engineer"tTl

In particular, Fairbairn claims to have been responsible
for changing the layout of grinding mills, with the
millstones in a line instead of spread around the spur
wheel, thus saving space.ttl He developed the
ventilated bucket which allowed water to enter and
leave the wheel buckets more efficiently;tela suspended
wheel which could float up and down with the rise and
fall of the water levels;t'ol his 'silent millstone
machinery';tt'l and a stone crane.t"l

The date of installation of the
House Mill machinery

The design of the machinery is clearly attributed to
Fairbairn by Rex Wailes in a paper read to the
Newcomen Society at the Institution of Civil Engineers
in 1938. Wailes said that there were 4 pairs of stones
of 4 ft. 4ins and 8'pairs of 4ft. 2ins. diameter; and that:

"Most of the stone furnishings are of the usual type
with round wooden casings, but in each Mill [i.e. the
Clock Mill and the House Milll 8 pairs have
furnishings of Fairbairn's design with silent 1""6,, t13l

The then chief engineer of the Three Mills Distillery,
Mr. W.M.N. Sheppard, was present and participated in
the discussion.tral
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Before J. & W. Nicholson bought Three Mills in 1g72,
they commissioned a survey. The report, dated January
29th 1872, referring to the House Mill says:

"Eight pairs ofFrench stones driven by four undershot
water wheels, one, 16 feet diameter, 3 feet breast and
three ditto 12 feetdiameter" [1'7

By 1938 all four water wheels were of 19 to 20 ft
diameter, three being 3 ft to 3 ft 6 ins in width and the
fourth was 8 feet in width.t'ul These correspond with
the surviving wheels. Clearly the wheels had been
changed since 1872..

Martin Vy'atts has now established from the distillery
account books that the two wheels which drove the
Fairbairn-style millstones were installed in the lgg0s -
in particular, the largest, low-breast-shot wheel was
installed in 1886.t171 From their style, the metal shrouds
and floats and also the metal shaft of the other western
wheel also appear to date from the late 1880s but the
metal arms, to fit a timber shaft, are earlier and perhaps
of 1877 (when timber boards were installed in a ,new,

watetwheel). He also concludes that the millstones
were installed after 1886.t18r William Fairbairn died in
August 1874 and it was decided almost immediately to
wind up the company.t''l The system therefore cannot
have been supplied by Fairbairn himself, or his
factory.

The Gearing

None of the gearing between the pit wheels and the
millstones has survived, except for one cast iron
standard (or framing). In 1872 the 8 sets of millstones
appear to have run semi-automatically as a single
operation, fed from a single large grain bin with a feed
to each pair of stones. There was no facility to vary the
type or quality of grain during operation. The water
wheels and pit wheels were separated from the rest of
the gearing by a brick wall, with a gap between the two
pit wheels. The line of millstones lay to the east of the
wheels, above the missing gearing.

The mills described in Fairbairn,s Treatise were
operated by steam or, in the case ofthe vessel, offthe
ship's machinery. None was a watermill. However, in
each case the power operated a flywheel, from which
the gearing ran. If the flywheel is equated with the pit
wheel, and allowing for the different configuration of
the building, it is likely that the gearing at the House
Mill was generally similar.

Before describing his Turkish and Russian
developments, Fairbairn illustrates a steam-driven mill
taken from The Engineer and Machinist,s Assistant
(Fig. 1). The flywheel of the steam engine (KK) gears
with a pinion (L), which in turn is geared to the
horizontal shaft (MM) running beneath the millstones
(PPP), which are operated 1lom it by bevel wheels and
pinions (NN).

I
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Plate.l (right) House
L'Iill. Westernmost
waterwheels from
north eqst, with
northern oJ' the two
pit wheels and site of
the layshaft driven
from it. Base plate
tyith bottoms of
broken-off standards
in.foreground. (Brian
Strong I 99 5).

Fig. I (below) A
steam driven mill:
elet,ation (front
Fairbairn's Treatise.
PartII.pl19)
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Fig 2 Standard with bevel gear driving bevel stone
nut (from the Engineer and Machinist's Assistant,
Plate CIl).

Plate 5.. House Mill: Surviving standardfrom north
east (Brian Strong 1995).

Fig.3 Hotrse
Mill. Isometric
drcm,ing showing
probable
orrangement of'
layshaJt drives to
west-side
mill,stone,s.

(M.Watts).

' rt*
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Fig. 4. House Mill. Plan on western wqterwheels and standard.s with reconstruction of layshaft drives and bevel

gear locations, based on evidence of Plate 6. (drm,ving specially prepared by Martin llatts).
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The Engineer and Machinist's Assistant has an

illustration of this bevel gear (H) and the cast-iron
standard or framing (A), which supported the millstones
and carried the adjustment mechanisms (Figure 2). This
compares closely with the surviving framing at the

House Mill. (Plate 5), which is 96cm. wide at its widest
point; except that at the House Mill the bedstone is

supported by a metal ring immediately above the

standard, and does not have the 'inverted bell' shaped

support at the top of the Fairbairn standard in Figure 7.

The actual detailing ofthe standard is also different.

The gearing at the House Mill may have resembled that

in The Engineer and Machinist's Assistant and indeed

Fairbairn's other mills. However, in his illustrated
example the millstone line is set at right angles to the

flyrvheel. At the House Mill, it was operated parallel

to the pit wheels. Extra gearing was therefore
required to change the direction of the drive. It will
be seen from Plate 4 that the gearing on the pit wheel
is not bevelled. There must therefore have been a

cast iron spur pinion in line with it, driving a

horizontal shaft at right angles to the pit wheel. This
would have terminated in a bevel gear, meshing with
another bevel gear on a horizontal shaft running
beneath the line of stones, on which the set of bevel
gears, one for each pair of millstones, would have

been mounted. These would have driven the stone

nuts which turned the upper (running) millstones.

A further similar set of gearing would have operated

off the second pit wheel. Martin Watts has
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Lands' of

of which was
operated by one of
the easternmost
wheels. In the
traditional operation,
the grain was fed by
gravity through a
hopper on a horse
into a shoe, which
was vibrated by the
damsel, the operation
of which made a

continuous rattling
noise (see Figure 5 ).

The newer set of
eight stones was also
in a line, but had
metal tuns and
furnishings, quite
different in design
(see Plate 3).

Fig.5. Traditional millstone.furniture in the I{ouse ,\,|ill, east side, tlith htn cti away to show The floating bakery,damsel. (Drawing, English Heritagel. described in

French Bun.

Meal spout

concluded that the large water wheel operated 5 pairs
of millstones and the other wheel operated the
remaining three.t"l From Anders Jespersen,s
photograph (Plate 6) he has deduced thatthe gearing is
likely to have been as shown in Figures 3 & 4,
amending in detail the tentative suggestions of his
English Heritage report as to the directions of drive of
the individual stones.

In his report, Martin Watts comments:

'The cast iron structure and stsndards that carried the
eight pairs of millstones and supported the drive shafts
and gearing .. represent a major piece of high quality
late Victorian engineering. Such layshaft drives to
several pairs of millstones placed in line are found in
nineteenth century corn mills and are often associated
with good eng.ineering practice rather than country
millwrighting. t"t They were used by llilliam Fairbairn
in his designs for steam-driven mills t23t and the layout
at House Mill does bear some comparison with this
practice, although any direct connection with
F airb airn must be. cons ider ed untikely).'

Fairbairn's "Silent Millstone
Machinery"

As Wailes said, there were two sets of millstones at tle
House Mill. The older was a set of four pairs of
traditional millstones, with wooden fumishings.
Although in a straight line, they were operated in the
traditional way, by stone nuts off two spur wheels, each

Fairbairn's Treatise,
included Fairbairn's'silent millstone machinery',
which he desclibed in detail (see Figure 7). It is also
described in detail in The Engineer and Machinist's
Assistant. It is possible to relate these descriptions to
the surviving millstones and their furniture at the
House Mill.

The "cast-iron standard or framing ... encloses the
principal .^part of the driving and adjusting
gearing".t2sl $ee A in Figure 2). it was "tran"sversed
by nryo horizontal diaphragms or partitions,', the upper
supporting the footstep of the mill-spindle and its
adjusting apparatus; and the lower carrying the
plummer block of the driveshaft. These features are
clearly visible in the surviving standard at the House
Mill (Plate 5).

The standard was surmounted by a bell-shaped casting
in Fairbairn's design (B
in Figures I and 7), in
which the bedstone
rested and wh ich is
absent at the House Mill.
The stones were encased
in cylinders of thin sheet
iron (C);r'ul and were
surmounted by a metal
tripod (as in Figure 7)
supporting the cone-
shaped hopper (E) into
which the graiq was fed.

Fig 6. Discharge of grain
on rhind. (Fairbairn,
Traafise, Part II. p.159).

The 'secret' of the 'silent millstone machinery, lay in
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the design of the cast iron rhind, which combined the

function of attaching the millstone spindle to the

upper (running) stone with that of regulating and

aLiivering the-supply of grain to the stones.t"l The

rhind had a cupped circular top . The grain was fed

through a vertical cast-iron pipe (O), which was

centered over the rhind while "open at both ends, the

lower end being brought into close proximity with the

rhind, while the upper part enclosgq the pipe in which

the feeding hopper....terminates".[2t] The grain flowed

out through a small adjustable gap between the

bottom of the pipe and the rhind, assisted by the

rotation of the rhind to overcome friction through the

gap. By centrifugal effect:-

"the grain slides along the surface ofthe cup or rhind

..... which, revolving at a rapid motion, discharges the

grain with tangential forces over the rim of the cup

between the runner and the bedstone. The grain, as it
escapes from under the tube, flies off in tangents from

the edge of the cup and forms a beautiful series of
.r*.r..." (See Figure 6).1"1

The lack of a rattling damsel greatly reduced the noise

of operation - hence the 'silent machinery'.

The pipe through which the grain entered was

'suspended by means of a cast-iron lever' (P)t'ol from

which a chain passed over a friction pulley at the

bottom of the stone case to a hand-wheel (Q) by

which the miller could regulate the supply of grain.

Despite the loss to the scrap merchants, nearly all

these features can be observed at the House Mill. The

1936 photograph (Plate 2) shows clearly the tuns

round the stones, the metal tripods, the cone-shaped

hoppers through which the grain was supplied, and

(bottom left) the lever and chain which the miller used

to regulate the supply. The control wheel survives on

the right hand side of the remaining standard (Plate

s).

The illustrations in the Treatise show a vertical supply

pipe above the cone-shaped hopper, while the 1936

photograph shows wooden chutes, at a slope no

greater than in the supply to traditional millstones.

However, it is clear from a close study of the Treqtise

that the key part was the vertical pipe between the

hopper and the rhind. This should have produced

enough gravitational fall to produce the effect so

graphically described by Fairbaim.

The Stone Grane

Fairbairn's Treatise and The Engineer and

M a chini s t' s A s s i s t ant both also describe the operation

of the 'stoneJifting apparatus' or crane - see Figure
g.t31l

Martin Watts advises that the stone crane was in use at

the House Mill. before the Fairbairn-style system was

introduced there. Fairbairn describes it as consisting:

"of a strong malleable iron arm TT, bent into a form
nearly approaching to a quadrant; the lower end

worles in a cqst-iron step v, inserted into the stone

floor, while its upper extremity is supported by a
strong rod U, fitted to rotate upon a stud u, fixed into

a cast-iron plate, bolted to the beams which support

the Jloor above. The fixed centres, u and v, qre so

situated that the machine shall command two

contiguous pairs ofstones, and the end ofthe rod U is

made of such form qs to admit of its being eosily

disengaged from the stud; when the entire machine

may be removed. A strong screw V, passing through

the arm T, andworked by means of a nutformed into

a double handle, carries at its lower end the two

connectinglinles W W, which qre attached to the stone

by two studs temporarily-- inserted into it at points

di am etr i c ally opp o s it e " .t")

It is clear from Plate 2 that Fairbairn's stone crane

was still in use at the House mill in 1936. Sadly it has

not survived, though the cast iron steps, the studs and

the cast iron plates bolted to the beams may still be

seen.

CONCLUSION
It is now clear - and Martin Watts' further research

confirms - that the 'silent millstones' were installed at

the House Mill after 1886 and were not manufactured

by William Fairbairn. The design of the standard and

bedstone support were different from those in the

F ig. 7. F airb airn's millstones from the Jl oating b akery

(Treatise, Part II, p.1a8).
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Treatise; but the millstone furniture and operation
clearly used Fairbairn's 'silent millstone design.,

Martin Watts concludes that 'll/hile the millstone
casings and feed on the v'est side at House Mill are
very close to Fairbairn's designs, the millstone
standards are dffirent and u,oulJ.appeor to represent
.... an adaptation of his desigrtt' r Ho*ever. despite
the loss of so much of the gearing. the docuntentary
evidence enables its nature to be established fairly
clearly. That evidence also enables us to understand
how the 'silent millstone machinen,' ti orked.

The stone cases, cone-shaped hoppers and ri ooden
chutes from the grain bin survive at the House \lill. The
missing tripods and other detailed par-ts should not be
difficult to replace. The River Lea Tidal lIill Trust
therefore hopes to be able to reconstruct at least one
pair of millstones but is not likely to be possible to
replace the missing gearing to enable them to u'ork
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plate 6. House Mill. Gearing to Fairbairn-style millstones in 1954 from south east. Stqndardfor No.6. stones

onfar left; large bevel gear irivenfrom the westernmost water wheel behind neqrest column (with protective

,oifngli ,,*otkr bevel lears beyond to drive the stone nuts; two wooden meal spouts from each pair of stones

over. (Photo: Anders JesPersen)'
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